This was the last aerial photograph of the School to be taken (in the late 1990’s) before it was
demolished to make way for the new Sixth Form College.
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Life Members 2014

Membership

The dates in brackets indicate the year of leaving. As you can see we have some gaps here. Can
you help?

Over the years the pleas to members who were not originally Life Members to renew their
subscriptions when due has received only modest support and records as to who needed to “cough
up” have been sketchy.

Also please note that as from this year the Committee has decided to cease the offer of 10 year
Membership (everyone who has joined recently has joined as a Life Member) and as a consequence
to elevate all previous short term members to the status of Life Members. They are now
included in the list which is as accurate as we can make it, given that we are not always informed
when a member has died. Again, information in this respect would be appreciated by the
Membership Secretary.
P.M. Adlard (1949)
W. Alcock (1951)
B. Anson (1959)
A.J.F. Archer (1970)
J.P. Archer (1973)
D. Arnold (62)
M.B. Arthur (1963)
T.G. Arthur (1959)
T.H. Atkinson (1942)
J.E. Aves (1955)
M.A. Ayre (1963)
J. Bailes (32)
K. Barker (1954)
K. Bassham(64)
J. Bartram (1960)
E.M. Berriman (1950)
R.E. Bew (1955)
K. Bloomfield (1946)
R. Brazier (70)
M.N. Brampton (1964)
D.W.V. Branfoot (1965)
K. Bratton (1947)
Lewis Brown
A.B. Brownless (1958)
J. Burland (1951)
D.S. Burnicle (1955)
A.W. Burton (1953)
S. Burton
P. Clark (1945)
R.B. Clark (1952)
R.B. Clark (1976)
R. Clennett (47)
D. Cook (36)
N. Corser (52)
N. Coward (1961)
W. Crallan
R. Colledge (1944)
J.W. Cruddas (1959)
P. Crute (1979)
W.J. Dale (1967)
C. Dalziel (1955)
G.R. Dalziel (1959)
J. Darley QPM. (1956)
W.N. Darley (1957)
J. Dickson (1961)
A.J. Dobie (1974)
F. Dolphin
G.M. Donald (1956)
R. Donald (46)
C.W.M. Donnelly (1969)
M. Doole (1969)

W.L. Douglass (1938)
L. Downes (1958)
E. Egglestone (1963)
E.A. Elliott (1969)
T. Ellison
P. EIsdon (1951)
J. Emerson M.B.E.(1946)
D. Etherington (42)
K. Etherington (1947)
R.V. Emerson (1965)
F.R. Eyles (1956)
D.G. Fearn (1957)
G.M. Feather (1962)
E.H. Fisher (1964)
Harry Fletcher
R.J. Fothergill (1939)
P. Francis (1958)
A.J.P. Frost (1950)
J.C. Gatenby (1961)
F.M. Gibbon (1955)
P. Gibson (1962)
G. Glendinning (1949)
M.J. Glenn (Staff)
D.F. Graham (staff)
G. Graham (58)
J. Green (1958)
W.J. Green (58)
J.F. Greenlees (1939)
J.F. Greig
R.A. Greig (1957)
B. Grieveson (1956)
J. Guthrie (57)
R.J. Hall (1948)
W.B. Hall (56)
H. Hanson (1949)
P. Harbron (48)
A.W. Harkness (1950)
B. Harkness (60)
D.R. Hester (1952)
M.A. Hillyer (1959)
F.A. Hodgson (1959)
J.A. Hodgson (1959)
K. Hodgson (1948)
W.A. Hodgson (1969)
P. Hunter (1969)
T. Hunter (1964)
D.W. Hutchinson (1973)
M.N. Hyde (1963)
M. Imeson
M.J. Irvin
K.A. Jackson

K.R. Johnson (1979)
T.F. Jones (1960)
A. Keasey
J.D. King (1965)
W.R. King (1964)
C. Knights
K.W. Knights (1972)
H. Knox (1955)
W.B. Knox (1950)
A.G. Lakey (1961)
R.E. Laverty (1963)
M. Levinson (1963)
D. Lightfoot (1954)
S.J. Lithgo
E.R. Lowe (1945)
L.M. Lowe (1938)
F.J. Lowes (1946)
K. Lupton (1950)
E. Magson (1968)
J.S.H. Major (1955)
K.J. Malham (1977)
R. Marshall (1968)
R.J. Martin (1950)
J. Metcalfe (60)
N.W. Midgley (1965)
M.T. Moore (1951)
D. Mordaunt
R. Morrell
R. Morrow (1953)
J.W. Myers (50)
J.B. Ord (1949)
W.C. Orley (1959)
A. Pace (1949)
D. Parker (1955)
J. Parkinson (1965)
N. Peacock (43)
S.K. Pearson (38)
J. Phillipson (54)
J.G. Pickering (1960)
J. Pladdys (1963)
W.L. Plews (1949)
I.L. Pounder (1968)
E.A. Priest (1952)
R. Proud (1967)
B. Pugh (1948)
A. Raine (1961)
T.A. Ray (1940)
A. Relton (1979)
D.J. Richards (1965)
W.H. Richards (1933)
G. Ringwood
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H.T. Roberts (1959)
M. Roberts (1958)
I. Robertson (60)
P.L. Robinson (1968)
M.A. Robson (1949)
K. Rogers (1950)
J. Rowell (1955)
C.A. Rutherford (1946)
A. Savage
John Sawkill (1945)
H.B. Sharpe (1953)
J. Sherwood (43)
R.W. Silvester (1963)
A. Sim (75)
Noel Simpson
M. Slimings (69)
E.G. Smith (1958)
E.R. Smith (1948)
C. Smyth (1962)
P. Stacey (73)
N. Sterling (1947)
J. Stevenson (1965)
T.A. Strike (1953)
A. Sutton (63)
P. Swales (1969)
J. TayIor (1957)
W. Taylor (1971)
E. Tebbett (1970)
F.W. Terry (1939)
G.O. Thomas
T.R. Thomas
A. Thompson (1976)
J. Thompson (1963)
R.J. Thompson (1965)
A. Tozer (1946)
J.F. Tritschler (1952)
B. Wardle
D.R. Webster (1951)
E.B. Webster (1949)
J.A. Welford (1959)
D.J. Wheeler (1951)
S. Wiles
J.K. Williams (1959)
D. Willis (49)
G. Winn (Staff)
E. Wood (1947)
M. Woolfe (1963)
J.S. Yuill (45)

The Committee has decided that henceforth Membership will be set at £20 and will be for Life.
A moratorium has been declared on the very few who are not “Lifers” and their status has been
upgraded at no cost. This achieves two things. Firstly, it ensures that all those who have expressed
interest in the Association in the past continue to be included on the mailing list. Secondly, it tidies
up the discrepancies between the two lists operated by the Membership Secretary.
We will still rely on members to inform us of address changes and about members who pass away
to help us keep the records as accurate as possible.

Association Web Site
Members will, we hope, have discovered the Association Web Site which has been functioning for
nearly a year. The lion’s share of the work has been done by our Archivist Mike Feather and
we continue to work with Infotech 247 who have been extremely helpful. Mike acknowledges
contributions from a number of people including Vic Branfoot, Wally Green and, particularly, John
Watson for some dedicated research into newspaper and Library archives to uncover some gems of
history related to the school and the Association.
A new feature, promised for some time, will be the Forum which we hope will give a more
interactive feel to the Site, should be available by the time you receive the Bulletin.
We still have full control over the pages, photo-galleries and latest news, and if you can help with
names that are missing from photographs please make contact. Just to remind everyone, the
website address is www.whgsoba.org.

Acknowledgements
Thanks to all who have contributed to and helped in the production of this Bulletin, in particular
Brian Harkness and Barry Brownless, who proof read it. Also Mike Feather, our Archivist, for the
photographs and the images of artefacts which I have been able to include. Thanks too to Michael
Cottrill of Ords who helped with the design and layout. Ed.
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He loved drama, and greatly enjoyed visits to the theatre: to the RSC at Newcastle and at Stratford,
and also to the Middlesbrough Little Theatre. Shakespeare plays were always a special favourite of
his. Likewise, he loved reading poetry, with a particular liking for the works of Dylan Thomas, and
he greatly loved classical music, from Rossini, G & S and Tchaikovsky to the major symphonies of
Shostakovich. And not to forget, he greatly enjoyed getting to know people, chatting for hours with
them and always keeping in touch. Jean, who was to become his wife, first met him at Hartlepool
College. She was most impressed with him at the time, describing him as someone who was
larger than life, a bubbly personality and “full of it”!
So without any doubt, one of the greatest treasures of Bill’s life was his family. He was the most
loving husband of his wife Jean, devoted father of Hannah and Becci and father-in-law of Paul, and
beloved grandfather and ‘best pal’ of three year old Freddie. Bill became a great family man,
taking enormous pleasure in sharing his many interests with everyone. For example, he was keen
to share with them his life-long enjoyment of the great outdoors, and so in time they all came to
love it just as much as he did. A particular favourite family event was the annual trip to Pooley
Bridge to camp out, even at times when it rained heavily, which, of course, it frequently did!
I would finally like to end my tribute to Bill on a rather personal note. I shall never be able to
forget one of the last phone conversations I had with him a few weeks ago. I just happened to
mention that there was shortly to be a dramatised documentary of the life of Dylan Thomas on
BBC2 TV, as part of the centenary celebration of his birth in 1914. Bill’s response was
immediate, as, without any prior comment, he proceeded to quote, with great feeling, the
opening lines from what is probably Thomas’s most famous poem:
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This seemed so totally apt coming from Bill. He had always been one of the most enthusiastic,
life-loving, zestful people I have ever known and so he was clearly quite determined at this time
that he would not be “going gently” anywhere, but would “rage, rage” and fight on to the last - as
he most surely did.

School Orchestra. John Hodgson
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And so after a long illness, bravely borne, Bill finally passed away peacefully in hospital on 1 June
2014. As I said in my eulogy at his funeral, Bill was the kind of person who, once you’d met him,
you were never going to forget him. He will, I’m sure, be hugely missed by his family, his many
friends and all those who have had the privilege and joy of knowing him. Indeed, the fact that
around 150 people attended his funeral is just some indication of how much he has meant to so
many of us.
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Stories of the Association or Brinkburn
Do YOU have relevant material relating to your time at school that you believe would merit
inclusion in either of these projects?
Whether it be in the form of actual artefacts or simply memories of your contemporaries, staff or
particularly momentous events, we would like to hear from you.
Send the material to Duncan Graham (Editor) or Mike Feather (Archivist), whose addresses are on
page 1; or email to duncangraham@hotmail.com or gmikef1@virginmedia.com
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Editor’s Comments
Given the time and energy devoted, rightly so, by the media and governments in Europe and
further afield, to reminding us of the two world wars of the 20th Century, I felt it appropriate that
this Bulletin should also acknowledge that many of the pupils and masters of the school and their
families were involved in one or other of the two conflicts; in some cases involved in both.
I have gone back to images of pupils and staff who could have been in action in WW1, included a
particularly poignant recollection from Arthur Ray, whom we sadly lost last year, about his
contemporaries, some of whom paid the ultimate price, and used a First XV Rugby picture of
1938/39 of which Arthur was the Captain. There is also an obituary of Don Spottiswood, who
although too young for WW2, served with distinction in the Royal Air Force.
The two War Memorials to the Old Boys who died in each of the Wars are in place in the old
Reception area of the Grammar School close to what was the Headmaster’s Study. The wooden
memorial for WW1, which used to be in the now vanished Main Hall, has been very well restored
and the stone memorial remains there where it was originally mounted. The images of these
memorials on the cover of the Bulletin may spark some memories of those boys whose names
appear and I would be pleased to have those recollections which would be considered for inclusion
on the Association website.
Last year’s Bulletin inspired a pleasing increase in articles from Old Boys and as a result this year
sees an increase in size, and, I hope quality, in the content. I urge all of you to consider sending
something for inclusion next year. We would also be grateful for information, such as leaving dates,
which is currently missing, and any news of the passing of members, which often doesn’t filter
through until too late.
Chairman of Committee, Malcolm Donnelly, urged members to give thought to the future direction
of the Association in the light of our bequest from Phil Tomlinson, and I raised the issue at the
Dinner in my Toast to the Association. It is a question which will not go away and members’ ideas,
however controversial, will be gratefully received.
I was particularly interested in the account of the First Reunion in 1909, of the Alumni of West
Hartlepool Secondary School. It was a mixed school, the girls and boys being separated from each
other into High School and Boys’ Secondary School some time later. Of course the “Grammar”
school as part of the tripartite system of Grammar, Technical and Secondary Modern, was created
by the 1944 Education Act (The Butler Act). Much of the stock of the school, text books, sports
equipment etc. carried the WHSS stamp for years before being replaced by WHGS as time
progressed and equipment wore out.
Since the current WHGSOBA has evolved from that earlier Association of Alumni with its mixed
gender membership and heavy staff involvement, there is a precedent for reviewing the
Membership criteria. We have already welcomed boys who were initially Grammar School Boys
but who finished their education at Brinkburn Comprehensive School, as members, even Presidents
of the Association. Would it be heresy to evolve further? The alternative for the Association has
already been pointed out.

Michael Joyce

Obituary

Bill Orley
A tribute from Tony Welford
Many Old Boys will have been greatly saddened to learn of the
recent death of Bill Orley at the age of 74. For he had been a most
loyal and active member of the Association over many years, as
well as being a recent Past President and Committee Member.
Bill and I, both West Hartlepudlians, started at Jesmond Road
School on the same day in 1945, and had been close lifelong friends
ever since. Six years later, in September 1951, and having succeeded
in passing the 11+, we started out at WHGS in the same form. We
also both attended St Luke’s church, and were members of its 9th
scout troop (Bill was my patrol leader). And we greatly enjoyed the
annual summer camps, the many hikes in the North Yorkshire
Moors and the Lake District, and the other activities. In addition,
we were both fortunate enough to attend the 1958 World Scout
Jamboree in Sutton Coldfield. At that time, Bill also acted with the
St Luke’s Players.
With his deep involvement in activities at St Luke’s, Bill developed an interest in eventually going
into the church, and so in the Sixth Form at school he was on the arts side, studying English and
Scripture. Interestingly, for Scripture he had had the rare, and somewhat daunting, honour of being
taught one to one by Edwin Houlton himself. And following on from this close pupil-teacher
relationship, he subsequently, and for a number of years, maintained a correspondence with Edwin
- again something pretty unusual for a WHGS pupil. In the Sixth Form Bill was made a prefect, was
Captain of the school’s 2nd XV rugby team and also Secretary of the Debating Society. And as far
as qualifications were concerned, he gained A levels in both English and Scripture.
On leaving school, Bill, continuing with his wish to train for the priesthood, enrolled at St John’s
College, Durham, a college which specialises in Anglican theological training. However, after two
years he decided to drop out from this course, and so left Durham to pursue some alternative
career. Initially he worked at the Hartlepool Labour Exchange, but then moved to Middlesbrough,
where he attended Kirby College (now Middlesbrough College) to train as a teacher. Once
qualified, he then taught in several primary schools in Middlesbrough, and for this he deliberately
sought out schools in the less privileged areas, where pupils were distinctly disadvantaged.
He proved to be very popular with these children, and was an inspirational teacher, given that he
had a great enthusiasm for his job and for the subjects that he taught. But in addition, he was very
much a people person, with considerable patience and an impish sense of humour. Also he did lots
of drama with the children, and organised special trips and outings for them.

The change from Grammar School to Comprehensive School in 1973 sparked the creative muse of
Michael Joyce, a Grammar School Boy with a talent for drawing. Michael’s gallery of Staff
Members which forms the Centre spread of this Bulletin is something which will strike a chord with
many Old Boys. I have tried all the avenues at my disposal to contact Michael, to no avail, to seek
his permission to use his “intellectual property”. It is such a gem that I decided to publish and be
damned and hope that he is not upset. He was a pupil of many talents, taking the roles of The Duke
of Plaza Toro in “Gondoliers” and of Robin Oakapple in “Ruddigore”. He went on to read Modern
Languages at Oxford.

In due course, he obtained a lecturing post at the Hartlepool College of Further Education, and
from there moved back to Kirby College, Middlesbrough, where, promoted to head of department,
he remained until his retirement. His particular educational areas had included special needs and
adult learning.
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Bill always had a fascination for teaching and education, as well as an inexhaustible interest in a
whole range of subjects and activities.

on return to Britain in July 1983 he took up the appointment of Director-General Training (RAF) in
the MoD. After two years he was a natural choice to be the Air Officer Training at RAF Support
Command, overseeing the work of the many flying and ground training schools in addition to
those on postgraduate training. The Red Arrows, ATC gliding schools, the air experience flights and
16 University Air Squafrons also came under his control.

Forthcoming Events

The 2014 Annual Reunion & Dinner

For three years he was chairman of the RAF Gliding and Soaring Association, during which time
he oversaw the modernisation of the fleet of gliders, making RAF pilots competitive and highly
successful at national and international levels.

FRIDAY 10th OCTOBER
(6.45p.m. for 7.45p.m.)

Spottiswood retired from the RAF in May 1989, when he was appointed CBE. From 1989 to 1997 he
was the managing director of Airwork Ltd at Bournemouth Airport and remained a military
adviser after his retirement. He was chairman of the British Gliding Association from 1989 to 1997.

The Sir William Gray Suite - Hartlepool Historic Quay

Don Spottiswood married Margaret in April 1957. She survives him, with their two sons and a
daughter.

This venue will welcome us for the 17th time. A change in management has occurred since the last
Dinner but the Committee considered that the Association should continue its link with a venue
that has proved to be convivial and convenient.

Don Spottiswood, born May 27 1934, died December 28 2013.

Post Script
The picture of Don flying a Spitfire with the Red Arrows (inside front cover) came about as follows.
Don was i/c Air Officer training at RAF Support Command when the BBC asked him for
permission to produce a documentary about the Red Arrows. Don agreed with the proviso that he
himself would fly the Spitfire!

The Toast to the Association will be proposed by Mr Graham Greatrix MSc, CPhys, MInstP,
MIET, MITAI, FRAS.
Graham will be remembered by a generation of Old Boys as a teacher of Physics, second in
Department to W.H.(Death) Dowland in the period from 1958 to 1964.
He was educated in Lincolnshire and attended Louth Grammar School as a boarder before going to
Durham University where he graduated in Maths and Physics before completing a Diploma in
Education. He undertook his teaching practice in Darlington and, like Duncan Graham some
years later, with Dowland at WHGS. He was appointed to teach there in 1958 and his wife was
appointed to teach English at the Girls’ High School. He achieved his MSc. in 1961 through research
on Solar Physics.
While at the Grammar School he was appointed as Scientific Adviser for Cleveland (NBC Warfare)
He left the Grammar School to take up a lecturing post at Constantine College in1964. This College
became Teesside Polytechnic and later Teesside University, by which time Graham was a Senior
Lecturer. He was also a part time lecturer for both the Open University and Durham University
Education Department. At Teesside he designed the first Forensic Science degree programme and
before leaving he was Head of Physics and Forensic Science with the role of Acting Professor.
While at Teesside he became the National Expert on speed measuring devices. He started to
specialise in Accident Reconstruction and, after retiring from University work, set up a full-time
consultancy service on the forensic investigation of accidents which entailed working for the Home
Office, Insurance Companies, solicitors, barristers and police forces throughout the UK.
He continues to be very busy in this field but has also found time to become an external examiner
at the University of Central Lancashire on the PhD and MPhil programmes relating to injury
mechanisms as well as an external adviser to De Montford University regarding collaborative
degree and post-graduate programmes in Forensic Science.
Graham has three sons, two of whom attended Brinkburn Comprehensive School. The eldest works
for Rolls Royce Aerospace and the other two in software engineering for JDA Inc in America. He
also has three young grandchildren.
He divides his time between Hartlepool and his home in Suffolk.
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It will be followed by the Reply which will be given by our President, Mr Peter Francis
Peter went from WHGS to read Zoology at King’s College, University of Durham, from 1958 to 1961
(King’s shortly thereafter became Newcastle University). The following year he did a Dip. Ed. at
Carnegie College. In 1962 he returned to the town and taught Biology and Physical Education at
Brierton School. Later he went to the University of Iowa to do a master’s degree with an emphasis
in Exercise Physiology. At that time he was exposed for the first time to the newly emerging field
of Biomechanics. In 1966 he returned to the U.K. as a Lecturer at Goldsmith’s College, and taught
one of the first biomechanics classes in the country.
In 1969 he returned to the University of Iowa to begin a doctoral program. He studied Human
Anatomy and Physiology at the university Medical School, and did coursework in the Department
of Mechanical Engineering (at which time his A-level Maths and Physics classes, taught over a
decade earlier by Max Leason and Death Dowland, suddenly made perfect sense). During his time
in Iowa he met his wife, Lorna. Subsequently he and Lorna transferred to the University of Oregon,
where they both completed PhD’s.
In 1981 Peter was appointed as a professor at San Diego State University, with the primary
responsibility of developing a Biomechanics Research Laboratory, and he continued as the Director
of the lab until his retirement in 2004. During that time Peter worked as a U.S. Olympic Committee
Research Associate and travelled worldwide with various U.S. National and Olympic teams over
the two Olympic quadrennia spanning 1980 to 1988. He later worked on military-funded research
in programs designed to reduce injuries during the training of U.S. Marine Corpsmen and the elite
Navy SEAL team based in San Diego.
Over the past decade Peter and Lorna have spent the month of May and a four weeks in
September/October “at home” in Hartlepool and the Lake District. Their autumn visit is always
scheduled to include the annual highlight of the much-anticipated WHGSOB Reunion.
The Toast to the Guests will be given by The President Elect (to be announced).
The Reply on Behalf of the Guests will be made by The Chairman of Committee Mr Malcolm
Donnelly.
Malcolm Donnelly, Chairman of the Committee, attended the School from 1962 – 69. He
subsequently attended Liverpool University and The College of Law in Guildford, qualifying as a
solicitor in 1975. He returned to the town, starting his own practice from which he retired in 2008.
He was appointed as Coroner in 1997 and a Tribunal Judge in 1999. Since 2008 he has
combined working in both jurisdictions and has no plans to retire. He has been elected as Treasurer
of the Coroners’ Society of England & Wales since 2002, and serves on various advisory committees.
He is particularly proud that the Hartlepool Coroner Service has consistently remained among the
top two or three performing areas in the country, out of 96 coroner districts.
Outside work and family Malcolm’s main recreation is music, in all its forms, an interest that began
and was encouraged at the School. He has been a member of several local groups over many years
in different formats. He joined Cleveland Philharmonic Choir in 2003 as he was ‘fed up with
organising stuff’, and then in 2008 successfully auditioned for what is now the Chorus of Royal
Northern Sinfonia at the Sage in Gateshead. With the Chorus in 2009 he performed at the Hong
Kong Arts Festival (‘all expenses paid, came back with twenty quid’), and at the Proms in the Albert
Hall in 2012 during the Olympics. However, when reviewing the recording afterwards he was
unable to see himself, although there was someone who looked very like his father!
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Obituary

Air Vice- Marshal Don Spottiswood
A Pilot who excelled in Aden, promoted gliders and joined the Queen’s Flight.
An Old Boy of West Hartlepool Grammar School for Boys.
Thanks to The Daily Telegraph for allowing us to print this tribute.
Air Vice-Marshal Don Spottiswood, who has died aged 79 flew
bomber and transport aircraft before becoming Deputy Captain
of The Queen’s Flight. He also made a major contribution to the
RAF and British gliding movements.
James Donald Spottiswood was born in Whitley Bay on May 27
1934 and educated at West Hartlepool Grammar School. A keen
cadet in the Air Training Corps, he gained his first gliding
badge when he was 16 years old before being called up for
National Service, when he was selected to serve as a pilot. After
completing his flying training in Canada he joined one of the
RAF’s first Canberra bomber squadrons. In late 1959, he was
appointed as flight commander to the RAF Apprentice School at
Halton. After promotion to squadron leader he was appointed to
No.617 Squadron, flying the Vulcan. He then attended the Royal
Navy Staff College at Greenwich.
With this exposure to the senior service, he was selected, in January 1966 to be the Personal Staff
Officer (PSO) to Admiral Sir Michael Le Fanu, the Commander in Chief, Middle East, with his
headquarters in Aden. The Admiral was a charismatic leader with an effervescent character who
enjoyed practical jokes. He made regular visits to meet his people in the most dangerous areas,
always accompanied by Spottiswood, a similar outgoing and friendly character. As PSO he also had
to brief and advise his C-in-C on the very difficult and complex political and local issues as the time
for British withdrawal approached and terrorist attacks were becoming more frequent and deadly.
For his services in Aden he was mentioned in despatches.
He returned to Britain to take command of the RAF’s only heavy-lift transport squadron of Belfast
aircraft, often referred to as the “Belslow”. It gave the RAF a unique capability and his squadron
was in great demand as British forces steadily withdrew from the major garrisons overseas.
Spottiswood led from the front and was awarded the AFC.
After a period serving as a member of the Chiefs of Staff Secretariat in MoD, he took command of
Thorney Island near Portsmouth, home to air transport squadrons and the Hercules Operational
Conversion Unit. He was appointed Deputy Captain of The Queen’s Flight in July 1974 and moved
to Benson. He was appointed CVO.
In November 1976 he became a group director at the RAF Staff College. After attending the Royal
College of Defence Studies in 1978 he became the assistant secretary to the International Military
Staff at HQ Nato. A year later he was promoted to secretary.
His three years in Nato were particularly successful. Despite the many, often divergent national
influences, he showed an unfailing willingness to take a position that was best for the Alliance and
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In 1953 I made a short visit to London with my parents and during the visit we went to the shop of
Boosey and Hawkes where my parents bought for me a second hand “Hawkes” B flat clarinet
for £6.
The C clarinet was returned to school stock and I never saw it again. A few years later my father
bought on my behalf a violin from our window cleaner. The price was £10. I suspect that the price
was so high because through the “f” holes in the breast of the violin one could just see a faded paper
label reading “Antonius Stradivarius”. Subsequently I learned that most violins in the town had
such a label. I wondered how it was that so many violins made by one man in the 18th century in
Italy should end up in West Hartlepool.

Ordering Tickets
Tickets, priced this year at £25 (cash / cheque with order please), may be obtained from members
of the Committee. Please obtain tickets by 6th October in order that The Sir William Gray Suite may
be furnished with accurate numbers.
The meal will be preceded by drinks in the bar below The William Gray Suite.
Seating Arrangements for the Dinner

While I was in the 6th form I was allowed to play my Strad at the back of the violin section
for morning assembly, instead of the clarinet, which I continued to play for concerts. Thus I
demonstrated my musical versatility! For me the school orchestra was one of the highlights of
my schooldays.

To avoid a scramble for seating and the possibility of parties being split up for the meal, please let
Roderick Thompson know if you are part of a group that wants to remain as a unit, and how many
of you there will be. Roderick will then do his best to allocate groups to tables with a ‘lead name’,
e.g. Mr Smith’s party (6).

Michael Joyce’s Gallery (see centre pages)

The 2014 Annual General Meeting
SUNDAY 7th DECEMBER
10.30 a.m.

Top Row (L-R)
E.N. Houlton, F.M. Leason, T.J. Walter, F.R. Saunders, G.H. Boocock.
Middle Row (L-R)
H. Spence, K. Dormand + D.F. Graham, G. Hudspith, B. Harkness + D.E. Balls, J.O. Coxon +
G. Scarratt.
Bottom Row (L-R)
Pic 1 – M. Harker, X, D.J. Howells, C.J. Laslett, A.M. Greenhow, E. Brampton, M. Wood,
N.H. Wakeman, P. Taylor, J. Roberts.
Pic 2 – N.W. Wilkinson, D. Robinson, Miss K.B. Robinson.
Pic 3 – M. Joyce + contemporaries including S. Chater, S. Turnbull, J. Ellwood, P.Hall and
M. Mortimer.

Hartlepool Cricket Club, Park Drive.
All members of the Association - and, indeed, any Old Boys who may wish to join the Association
'on the spot' - are invited to attend our Annual General Meeting to be held at Park Drive. The
business of the meeting is such that its duration is quite short, albeit vitally important.
In 2008, principally through the spreading of the word by Keith Johnson, our Past President from
2009, a number of younger Old Boys who were contemporaries of Keith, or who knew him from the
Grammar School/Brinkburn, attended the AGM and several became members. It is hoped that we
will be able to attract some new, younger members to swell the ranks of the Association, which,
inexorably, is losing its older brethren at a disturbing rate.
Similar flurries of interest occurred when both Paul Crute and then Alan Dobie became Presidents
Elect and subsequently Presidents.
The immediate Past President, Reg Clark, is yet another Grammar School Boy who actually ended
his time at Brinkburn as a pupil of Brinkburn Comprehensive School. We had hoped for some time
that Reg would be able to take on the role. Until last year he had been prevented from doing so by
family and business commitments.
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Reunion Dinner Speeches 2013

The School Orchestra

The Toast to the Association proposed
by Bulletin Editor Duncan Graham.

By John Hodgson (1952-1959)

My words (almost as spoken) rather than in reported speech. There is nothing like variety.
President, Members, honoured guests.
As you are all probably aware I stand here, “off the bench” as it were, to fill the boots of our
Chairman of Committee Malcolm Donnelly.
The words are mine but the sentiments and the messages I hope to convey are both his and the rest
of the Committee’s, of which, as Bulletin Editor, I am a member.
I hope I know why we are all here. To enjoy a convivial meal and liquid refreshment in the
company of like-minded fellows who all have a connection with WHGS, even if that connection is
not as an Old Boy, but as a good friend of one or more Old Boys.
If you’ve read the Bulletin you’ll know that I am not an Old Boy, but I was a member of staff there
from 1964 until 1973 when HGS, (it had lost the W), became a comprehensive school. I continued
to work in “Brinkburn” until I retired in 2002. I became very attached to the place, the staff and the
pupils and although I am a member of my own Old Boy’s Association, and in contact with some of
my contemporaries, I have a much closer affinity with WHGSOBA than the Old Allanians (the
Association of the Alumni of Dame Allan’s School, Newcastle).
Speaking of contemporaries, I was over on the west side of the country and suffered an unpleasant
toothache which needed urgent attention. The Tourist Information Centre had a list of Medical
resources including dentists, in the list of whom I discovered a familiar but unusual name. I had
been at school with a boy of this name and knew that he had gone off to study Dentistry. I also had
a vague notion that he had headed to the Lake District to live and practise.
Could it be him? I rang and made an emergency appointment.
When I arrived and was shown in to the Surgery I was confronted by an elderly overweight
shambling gentleman with thick spectacles and very little very grey hair. It couldn’t be Clive, could
it? As the (very expert and almost painless) treatment progressed I realised that it was my old
school contemporary. I secretly congratulated myself on having worn rather better than he had.
After the session was over I confirmed that he had indeed been to my school.
“I thought so” I said. “You were in several of my classes”.
“Really” he said. “What subject did you teach?”
Apart from the conviviality of this evening the Association affords all former pupils with the
opportunity to reminisce through medium of the Bulletin. Now reminiscing is not everyone’s cup
of tea. There are those who would rather forget their school days, and there are those who, although
they made good friends also managed to make some lasting enemies.

My first experience of a symphony Orchestra was at morning assembly when I arrived in the school
in 1952. I was astounded at the size of the orchestra (it had as many members ,say, as the BBC
Symphony Orchestra). I was impressed by the loud noise it made. The orchestra played the hymns
for assembly on most mornings: otherwise Charlie Clarke (Latin Master) played the grand piano.
My recollection is that the piano was a Bechstein, but others think it was a Steinway: whichever it
was, it was a very grand piano.
(It was, and still is, a Bechstein – Editor)
As soon as I saw and heard the orchestra I wanted to join it. Those in the first form who were
interested in playing in the orchestra were interviewed en masse by Steve King, the Music master,
to find out who had any knowledge of music. I had been having piano lessons for several years and
so was well able to cope with the interview and I was given the opportunity to join the orchestra. I
decided I would like to play the clarinet. I don’t know why I chose the clarinet; perhaps I had been
impressed by Benny Goodman on the wireless.
There was a slight problem because there was only one school clarinet available for use by a new
recruit and both Barry Watson and I were in contention for it. Barry and I resolved the situation on
the pavement in Eldon Grove by the toss of a coin. I won and my career as a virtuoso clarinettist
began. For over a hundred years nearly all soprano clarinets had been made to play in the key of A
or B flat and the body of the instrument had been black in colour. The school instrument with
which I was provided was played in the key of C and was coloured brown. I now realise that the
instrument was one of an endangered species. Nevertheless I was able to learn to play on it.
I forget who taught me to play the clarinet, but I think it must have been one of the masters who
played in the wood-wind section of the orchestra.They were “Ali” Brock, (flute) and Eric Pidd,
(oboe). I think it was an important feature of the orchestra that several teachers played in it. It was
a rare opportunity for boys and masters to meet socially and cooperate on more or less equal terms.
In addition to those teachers mentioned, the instrumentalists were Messrs Silcock (‘cello), Tunley,
(viola), Boardman (violin), and Perry (violin). It was obvious that Philip (Pussy) Perry had just
started learning to play the violin because he had a printed label on his fingerboard showing where
to place his fingers to play the various notes.

Two such gentlemen who had a very strained relationship at school, (they couldn’t stand each
other), went on to separate and distinguished careers. One went into the church and became an
Archbishop; the other joined the Royal Navy and rose to the rank of Admiral.
As coincidence would have it they were both required to attend high profile functions in full robes
of office and dress uniform respectively and their paths crossed on Kings Cross station.
The Archbishop spotted the Admiral, went over to him and said “I say….. Porter, from which
platform do I catch the train to Leeds?”
The Admiral paused before replying, “Madam, the train you require is from Platform 7, but in your
condition should you really be travelling far?”
If reminiscing is not for everyone, then neither is membership of the Association. I did some fairly
basic guestimation and the membership of the Association amounts to about 6% of all those who
would qualify by having been a pupil at the Grammar School or if they started before 1944, West
Hartlepool Secondary School.

School Orchestra 1955 (front centre Music Master Steve King aka The Lazy S)
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Time to Reflect - Part 2
Another Reminiscence by John Parkinson
Since Part 1 (see OBA Bulletin 2010) we have sadly lost Eric Pidd, who came to see me after a gap
of 43 years in 2008 while I was taking part in the Model Railway Exhibition at the Wynyard Rooms.
Chemistry didn't do anything for me, but I really enjoyed his lessons because there was a nice
atmosphere in the lab, (except the day someone took the top off a hydrogen sulphide bottle!) He
didn't seemed to have changed a bit! It was a privilege to have been taught by him, and by some of
the other teachers who featured in last year's Bulletin -especially Pop Saunders, as I later became a
German teacher myself.
I met him and his wife while I was staying in Cologne after doing my "A" levels, and he bought me
a meal! After that I did once visit him at his house in Westbrooke Avenue , when he showed me his
vast collection of stamps and poured me a whisky (I thought this is UNREAL!). But my parents had
moved away, so I never went back again to Hartlepool till 2006, when I met up Roderick Thompson,
an old classmate, and joined the OBA as a life Member.
Now another 6 years have gone, and I haven't been back to see the changes to the school. For me,
though, it's still like that painting on the front and aerial photo on the back of the 2013 Bulletin. I
remember so well the magic of going into the library to browse the German books before I could
barely understand the words, and looking out across the lawn, where I did once play at least one
game for the second X1, of which I was vice captain to my best mate Les Taylor, and then only
because he got lucky on selection day! (See photo inside front cover) - apart from him I can only
remember the names of Ian Dixon, top right,and Mr Hudspith standing next to him. And Mr Watt
was the other teacher, as I recognised him from the 1stXV rugby photo from last year's bulletin -are
you in the photo? -or do you know any of the other boys?
You may realise by now that I am having to scrape around to find my moments of school glory, -I
could not compete with the high flyers in our year, my twin brother Steve, Dave Turner, Ian Lowe,
and Dave Richards to name but four-can you think of others? Class members Neil Midgley and
Roderick Thompson of course are active in the association. I suppose dramatically for me the
highlight was playing Ross in Macbeth, -Nobby Houlton came backstage and said the scene where
I told Macduff his wife and kids were dead had brought tears to his eyes. Apart from that, I can
only point to being in the sailors chorus of the 1960 production of HMS Pinafore (see photo inside
back cover), just before my voice broke reading a lesson in the 1958 carol service, and competing
in the school swimming gala. This latter event was noteworthy because in my enforced absence
from the German lesson, my twin brother Steve cheekily sat in my seat, and narrowly escaped the
cane when,after Pop Saunders had berated his lazy brother, slipped back to his own, giving his true
identity away. (Luckily though, Pop saw the funny side.)
Apart from these infrequent interruptions to normal life, my school days were outwardly
uneventful. But inside I was proud of being a conscientious and hard-working member of the
school body, culminating in the honour of being made a prefect. (1964-65, see photo inside front
cover). I think I felt the ethos of the school very deeply, and on leaving suffered a certain loss of my
sense of belonging. Going to Leicester University was a challenge which I did rise to, and led to a
career in teaching. But looking back now, I am acutely aware of the feeling I had at Brinkburn, of
how I was looking out over endless horizons to where I imagined my education would lead me,
but in hindsight it has only led back to the longing to recapture my boyhood sense of excitement
and wonder, but within a secure environment, which was of course school and home. I try to
live in this kind of world still, by re-creating the past in an eternal present, -an inner world
composed of of images, events, landscapes and people, of which some of the strongest relate to
my schooldays.Thank you, Brinkburn.
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Yet such was the affection for the place, the staff and the way things were run, as well as for his
fellow pupils, that our oldest old boy (when he passed on), namely Phil Tomlinson, left a most
generous gift of money to be used to further the aims of the Association and to preserve its legacy.
It was up to the Committee initially to decide what to do in the short term while thinking long and
hard about how Phil’s wishes might be met in the longer term. The results of their deliberations
were twofold. Firstly, the upgraded quality of the printing of the Bulletin, which most of you have
received, (if anyone did not who is a member I have some copies with me).
Secondly, to update the faltering website, which has also been achieved . In terms of preserving the
legacy it is by far the most powerful route because it can reach not only those Old Boys who have
access to the internet, but the entire world.
It is at this stage that I wish to record thanks from the Association to some key members. While he
was editor of the Bulletin Vic Branfoot began a correspondence with Phil which developed into a
friendship and a relationship of mutual respect. I am sure that this was a factor which influenced
Phil’s generosity and even though Vic, as a great letter writer, sought no more than an interesting
correspondence, we ought to be grateful to him, given the outcome for the Association.
During the year we learned that the photographs previously displayed on the walls of the
Merchant’s House had been somehow lost. They were a record of the past second to none and
although visited infrequently by Old Boys did act as an inspiration to students at both Brinkburn
Comprehensive School and the Sixth Form College. They would have been an invaluable source
for the website. However, with the remit given by the Committee and a small amount of assistance
from Barry Brownless and me, our Archivist Mick Feather has achieved a huge amount in a short
time and his development of the website along with Infotech 247, is most impressive. Needless to
say we are keen to have additional material and would welcome your contributions either of
documents or pictures. Please supply names with pictures wherever possible.
Although the Committee was united in its aims I confess to having a sneaking suspicion, born of
experience that the Treasurer may have had other things in mind. In my experience Treasurers
of organisations develop an enthusiasm for travel with foreign holidays and cruising high on
the agenda.
Our respected Treasurer Tony Raine was on his first cruise and in full black tie and dinner suit
descended one of a pair of curving staircases towards the main restaurant. As he reached the
landing leading to the final descent he came face to face with a Frenchman (a Poirot lookalike, even
though Poirot was Belgian).
The Frenchman smiled, bowed and said to Tony “Bon Appetit”.
Somewhat nonplussed Tony bowed and replied “Tony Raine”
And they proceeded into the restaurant.
The same thing happened the next morning when they descended for breakfast in less
formal attire. The Frenchman bowed again and said “Bon Appetit”. Tony bowed back and said
“Tony Raine”
A steward who had seen both incidents took pity and whispered to Tony that the Frenchman was
simply wishing him a pleasant meal.
Thus armed Tony was ready when in white tuxedo he descended for Dinner. Before the Frenchman
could speak Tony was very quickly in with his bow and a smiling “Bon Appetit”
The Frenchman duly reciprocated, bowed, smiled and said…….
“Tony Raine”.
One of the interesting features of an evening of this sort is to find out how ones contemporaries
have fared over the years. Family, career, health etc. Most of us have at some time needed to
travel in the course of our employment to conferences, training courses and the like.
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One such old boy was away from home on business when the last day of the Conference was
cancelled. He decided to travel home and give his family a nice surprise. On his hands free car
telephone he rang home when he was about an hour away. A familiar little voice answered “Hello,
who’s there?” “Hello sweetheart, its Daddy”.
“Oh, hello, I thought you were away at work”
“There’s been a change of plan. Where’s Mummy? Can I speak to her?”
“She’s upstairs with Uncle Frank and I’m not to disturb her”
“Who’s Uncle Frank?”
“He comes to help Mummy when you’re away”
“Does he indeed?... Listen sweetheart, do a very important job for me, and don’t worry about
disturbing Mummy. Go and tell her that my business meeting is cancelled and that I’ll be home in
ten minutes and then come back to the phone and tell me what happens. Understand?”
“Yes Daddy, back soon…..”
After about five minutes the little voice returns to the phone.
“Oh Daddy It’s been so funny. Mummy dashed out of the bedroom with just her dressing gown
on, tripped on the stairs and started to say some bad words. Then Uncle Frank ran out pulling his
trousers on and ran up and down the landing, then he jumped out of the window and went
through the roof of the Conservatory. I think he’s hurt himself”
“Conservatory, we don’t have a Conservatory! Is that Hartlepool 6*******9?”

I met him again in a huge Personnel Depot in Canada where aircrews were collected to await
troopships to take them home. I spotted him ahead of me in the queue for breakfast and was
astounded. Then came a shout – “Arthur”. My cousin Terry Conner had recognised my head from
behind. I hadn’t seen Terry since his family moved to Hull in 1936. We all ate breakfast together.
They had silver RAF wings on their chest and I wore gold Navy wings on my sleeve. Life was great.
Trevor didn’t drink or smoke. Terry and I were broke so Trevor treated us to T-bone steaks and
apple pie that night in Monckton. They were from different branches of my family and didn’t
know each other. They had trained in the same place on the same course. Before breakfast the next
morning several hundreds of us were moved to Halifax to embark on the Louis Pasteur for home.
Trevor and Terry were left behind.
That was the last time I was to see Trevor. His grave is somewhere in Holland with his Aircrew.
Terry survived Bomber Command and flew for British South American Airways between London
and Valparaiso. How I envied him when he came to visit me in Leeds when I was in the Evening
Branch & School Bank Inspection Department of the Yorkshire Penny Bank. His plane crashed and
he died at Blackbushe.

Activities away from the day to day grind also come under scrutiny. Sport, music, theatre and
putting Hartlepool right, are all topics which are frequently aired.
Two old boys walking in the hills were coming off the tops in the early Summer evening when they
spotted a sign for a new Bed and Breakfast at a nearby farm. They thought they would give it a try
and walked up the neat driveway to be greeted by a very attractive youngish woman who turned
out to be recently single and trying to make ends meet by taking in guests. They sat on the patio
and she brought them each a cold beer. She provided a wonderful meal and they talked with her
for a long time over a range of Single Malts before retiring. The following morning they enjoyed a
classic “Full English” and left with a smile and a promise to return and to recommend the
Guesthouse to others.
Nine months later one of the Old Boys received a phone call from the Solicitor of the lady who ran
the Bed and Breakfast. Within minutes he was on the phone to his walking companion.
“Remember our trip last Summer and that fantastic B & B?”
“Yes, why.”
“When we were there did you sneak out of your room and spend some time with that lovely
landlady?”
“Well, yes, I must confess that I did.”
“And did you lie and give her my name and contact details?”
“Afraid so. Why what has happened. Oh my goodness it was nine months ago!”
“Bad news I’m afraid”
“Oh my goodness, tell me the worst”
“I’m afraid that she has passed away, but she left me £50 000 in her will!”

Trevor

Terry

The final issue which is worth considering is what will happen to this Association in future. How
many years does it have left before the final knight guarding the Holy Grail is confronted by
another Indiana Jones?
How many more of these dinners will there be?
To continue to try to live up to Phil Tomlinson’s generosity we could consider several options.
Entreat younger old Boys to join the Committee and extend the life span of the Association as it
stands for as long as possible. We have already included some of those who were pupils at
Brinkburn Comprehensive School as well as the Grammar School as our Presidents, and as a
consequence some of their contemporaries have come along too.
Gradually pass the baton to them and over the years begin to include pupils who were at
Brinkburn, but not at the Grammar School with all the attendant difficulties that could be
encountered. Who knows, eventually there could be an association of alumni from Hartlepool Sixth
Form College. I suspect that the ultimate direction will not be decided by many of us here tonight
and I dissociate myself from any recommendation. I simply put forward some of the options.
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The Survivor

The Midsummer Reunion, 2002
by Arthur Ray
One of the photographs Arthur mentions is now on the website and is included here inside the
back cover – Editor.
I would have enjoyed even more of the Colombard Chardonnay but I was driving. I couldn’t eat
any more – hope no one was watching – so I made my way to the terrace in a contented state
needing only one more thing. My pipe. I paused before the Roll of Honour where two other
polluters joined me, cigarettes at the ready but not yet lit. We were from different years so between
us we had memories of almost everyone. Each of us read aloud the names of those he knew. We
were happy to remember them.
Outside, as we smoked, we told stories about the boys whom we never knew as men. We had to
introduce ourselves because Arthur was junior to me by one year and Dick’s passion had been
model railways, not sport of any kind.
Afterwards I walked the corridors to view the remounted photographs – which incidentally have
been beautifully done. In my pride I was looking for my 14 year-old self seated cross-legged in the
1937 First XV or preferably in the middle holding the ball as Captain of Rugby 1938/39/40. Surely
I would be in one of the photographs of the Prefects. Alas, there was a gap between 1937 and 1941.
I passed on and there they were, the faces of the names I had read from the Roll of Honour. Frank
Waind and Ritchie Robson. Paddy Rowan and Bill Armstrong. Arthur Smith.
Later that night, staying with Alan White and making free with his whisky, I couldn’t go to sleep
without reviewing the evening and all the memories it had stirred. Should I have accepted the
challenge offered by Ralph Todd to learn sufficient Greek in two years to gain me admittance to
Oxford? Frank Waind and Ritchie Robson both did and were successful. Maybe Ralph Todd
didn’t know it but the Navy had posted a memorandum on the School notice board advising that
Pilots were needed for the Fleet Air Arm; the minimum age for volunteering was 18. Greek, Oxford
and a career as a teacher didn’t stand a chance.
The faces of Paddy Rowan, Bill Armstrong and Arthur Smith stood out in a photograph of the
Athletics Team. Painful memories returned of my meeting with Paddy in the boxing ring. Where
did he die I wonder. When my thoughts turned to Bill I saw him on the south traverse of Great
Gable. Beyond the Napes Needle and somewhere between the Dress Circle and Cat Rock there is a
wide gap in the track between huge boulders. There is no way around it; it has to be crossed. Bill
stood above it, legs astride and with his back to the crag. One by one we were handed over to Fred
Hill and safety on the other side.
After 62 years I still remember Arthur Smith persuading me to meet him in the Burn Valley. I had
two periods of Private Study. I was a Prefect. I climbed the railings beyond the tennis court, risking
being seen by the Headmaster from his study. Arthur was there to meet me. I was 17 and he was
19. He was a Pilot Officer sporting those cherished wings and talking about flying Spitfires. He
was now ‘Tony’ rather than Arthur Smith. A month or two later, Cecil Cole and I went to see his
mother. She gave tea and biscuits to two schoolboys who didn’t really know what to say.

It would be wrong to leave you on a sombre note and I invite you to consider the following
examples of optimism.
A friend of mine was walking his dog, a lively Jack Russell terrier, along the sea front on a
hot summer day. He was hot and thirsty and fancied a pint and headed to the nearest pub. On the
door was a notice which said “No Dogs Allowed. (Except Guide Dogs)”
He had a brainwave, donned his sunglasses and went into the pub groping his way across to the
Bar. When he reached it he said “Please could I have a pint of bitter?”
The barman said “I’m sorry Sir, I cannot serve you. Dogs are not allowed in here.”
“But it’s my Guide Dog”
“Guide dogs are Labradors or Retreivers or Alsatians”
After a moments thought my friend said
“What have they given me?”
The second example of optimism.
In a local care home 80 year old Ethel walked into the day room clutching something in her
left hand.
“Any of you fellows who can guess what I’ve got in my hand can spend the night with me!”
85 year old Walter ventured “An elephant”
“That’s close enough!” says Ethel.
My final task is to thank all of you for coming, and especially all those who have assisted in
organising tonight and providing the most enjoyable meal. I hope you enjoy the rest of the evening
in the company of your friends and our important guests.
I invite you all to rise and drink the Toast to West Hartlepool Grammar School Old Boys Association.
Reply to the Toast to the Association. The President; Mr Reg Clark.
Reg opened by agreeing with his predecessor’s analysis last year that a President really only had
one substantive speech in him and, while it was tempting to follow Pancho’s advice on that
occasion to brother Hugh Roberts, (“Give ‘em the same speech, they’ll never notice”), he had
instead given himself the dual task of making a very short speech in response to Duncan’s Toast,
and moreover making no use of the “F” word.
Having accepted a challenge from Hugh as to how many times he could use the expletive last year
he had been somewhat blindsided by the speech being recorded and reproduced verbatim in the
Bulletin and noted, with relief, that this was not happening this year.
Having given full airing to his previous reservations about WHGSOBA as someone who as part
Grammar School, part Brinkburn Comprehensive pupil had, if anything, enjoyed his last three
years at the latter institution the most of any of his school years, he confessed that he had
thoroughly enjoyed the experience of coming to two successive Dinners and that it had been very
much an honour to be President of the Association.
He felt, moreover, that any tendency to use the drive from London as an excuse for non-attendance
had been put into perspective by being succeeded in the post by someone travelling from San Diego
to do so, and warmly welcomed Pip Francis in the role of President elect.
Being President had put him in touch with many old friends; at last year’s dinner he had, inter alia,
the pleasure of meeting Terry Arthur for the first time and having a chance (in retrospect the last
chance) to have a good chat with Bob Bateman, someone for whom he had enormous respect.

My cousin’s name is on the Roll. Thomas Trevor Charlton. We camped together on the Isle of Arran
in 1939, the first time we had met since his family moved to Scotland three years before. We
discussed our future. Only one thing was possible for both of us – we had to be pilots. Trevor was
for the RAF. I was for the Fleet Air Arm. We were sixteen. Would the War last long enough?

Another downside of having his previous year’s speech recorded so diligently, however, was that
having taken the opportunity of the absence of his two best school and University friends (Paul
Dovenor and Alan Dobie) to royally take the piss out of them, he had been again somewhat
disconcerted to be confronted that evening by an unimpressed Alan Dobie in the corridor of the
Premier Inn.
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He reassured the gathering, however, that in fact he regarded Alan as a prince among men and that
they had just made up over a pint, but seized the opportunity of the continued absence of Paul to
reassert that he, on the other hand, was still a complete tosser.
He concluded what, for him he felt, was a very short speech, and mused what a shame it was that
his political career in Hartlepool and elsewhere had ended in such abject failure, as he believed one
of his strong suits in life was to be able to talk bollocks for inordinate lengths of time and that it was,
perhaps, the one job which might have suited him.
He concluded by thanking Duncan for his Toast to the Association and hoping that he would in
future be a regular attendee at the event.

The Toast to the Guests. The President Elect Mr Peter Francis.
Peter was delighted and honoured to have been invited to be President of the Association for 2014.
He had always been a frequent attender at the Annual Reunion Dinner despite being based in San
Diego and consequently, his huge geographical separation from the UK.
He had been able, on a considerable number of occasions, to arrange to undertake research or to
give visiting lectures in the UK, coupled with some holiday time, these activities to coincide with
the time of the Reunion, and was pleased to be present yet again, with the promise of a return in
his Presidential year of Office.
As he looked around the company present he felt privileged to be amongst such an august
gathering and made special references to a number of those present.
He was particularly pleased to see several of the Rugby playing fraternity including Keith Baggs,
Ken Williams and Brian Anson with whom he had played, and others of later generations whose
progress he had followed with interest including Dave Stubbs, Bill Dale and Reg Clark.
He was also humbled to be in the company of high achievers from the school in a variety of
disciplines and made particular mention of a guest, Sir Ron Norman, whose contribution to
Hartlepool had been immeasurable. He coupled Sir Ron’s name with all of the other guests, hoped
that they were having an enjoyable evening which would continue for some time more, and
invited the Members of the Association to rise and drink a Toast to the Guests.

Reply to the Toast to the Guests. David Stubbs
(Chief Executive, Hartlepool Borough Council)
Dave began by thanking Peter (Pip) Francis for his kind words and saying he felt honoured to be
speaking in front of a gathering of such celebrated peers. He confessed to being a Grammar School
Old Boy, although not a member of the Association, being too greedy to pay the subscription.
He thanked the organisers of the Dinner but lamented the fact that Roderick Thompson was
harder to pin down than a politician when he (Dave) needed information about the evening.
In his deliberations about what to include in his speech Dave ranged from “Life in local
government” through “Life as President of West Hartlepool RFC” to a debate on the merits and
fairness of a Local Government pension scheme. He concluded that the first was too boring, the
second had been too terrifying and ultimately expensive to recall without trauma, and the third
would prove too controversial (and he would be unable to stop smiling!).

The First Reunion
The Association of Alumni of West Hartlepool Secondary School which was the forerunner of
West Hartlepool Grammar School for Boys held its first reunion of Old Students in December
1909.
The following report of the evening appeared on 18th December in the Northern Daily Mail. We
are indebted to John Watson for his research and discovery of this piece, from which we could
learn a lot!
Last night at the Masonic Hall, West Hartlepool the annual reunion of the West Hartlepool
Municipal Secondary School Old Students Association was held.
The President (Mr Archyll Jones BSc.) was supported by a large number of the officials and
members. The evenings programme was a varied one and it was greatly enjoyed by all.
One of the features in the decoration of the Hall was the school motto,
“Bona agere et Mali pati reglum est” which had been beautifully worked by Mrs W.H. Baylis.
The President was very happy in the few remarks he made dealing with the formation and work of
the Association, which is meeting with such success. The Secretary, Mr A.T.Prentice presented his
report which was of an interesting character. He deemed it his first duty, he said, to acknowledge
the source of their being as an Association. They were a satellite of “The Planet”, the school
magazine of which they were so justly proud. They (members?) were still being attracted and
incorporated and were now a body of 238 members. (Applause). They were all proud to have Mr
Archyll Jones as their President , and to have as their Vice Presidents the mistresses and masters of
the school (Applause). Six governors of the school had shown their interest in the Association by
accepting the positions of patrons.
These were Aldermen C. McFarlane and R. Sargeant, Mrs I.J.Robinson, Councillor M.H.Horsley, Mr
A.B.Horsley and the Rev. W.J.Knowlden. There had been two attempts to form a debating class, but
they were fruitless, adequate notice not having been given.
No steps had yet been taken with regard to sport, because they had no field to sport in. The
Committee intended to tackle the question after the Christmas holidays. The Secretary proceeded
to deal with the proposed badge of the Association and, in conclusion, said they may congratulate
themselves on the gratifying successes he had been able to report. He spoke very feelingly of the
death of two of their members, Mr John Purvis and Miss Evelyn Birks whose names, he said, would
be cherished by all who knew them.

He used, as a means to recall these events, many of those present referring to:Alan Harkness who looked younger year by year. Dave still ensures that when he visits the
barbers that he gets his sideburns cut as short as possible because of the imagined fear of having
them pulled.

A capital concert programme was gone through. It included a pianoforte solo by Mr G. Calder,
violin solos by Mr Alf Emmerson, and selections (“A Fiji Romance”, “In absence” and “The
goslings”) by the Stranton Chorister Quartette. Miss Alice Gledden sang “Roses” and “For all
eternity”, Mr H.Palmer “The Curlew”, Mr W.B.Cromer “I’m a Roamer” and another selected song,
and Mr Gilbert Palmer “Madelinn” whilst the duet “The Battle Eve” was sung by Messrs G and V.
Palmer. Miss Ruth Fawcett was an able accompanist. Miss A.Rowan recited “Caller Joe”
(G.H.Sims). All these items were highly appreciated. Subsequently a dance programme was
gone through, and the arrangements included also musical chairs and whist, the time passing
very pleasantly.
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He settled on events and happenings throughout his life which being a pupil at the Grammar
School had either created or caused, or which could be blamed for, including his experiences in Rugby.

He opened the proceedings by barking an order not to stand on his carpet and we all obediently
shuffled backwards and lined up on the strip of highly polished parquet flooring which lay
between it and the wall. He then congratulated us on winning our prizes and went on to make a
very amusing little speech. It was hard not to laugh but nobody did. We simply did not know if it
was allowed. Nobby was easily provoked; laughing with him was fine but laughing at him most
definitely was not and it was vitally important not to give that impression however innocently.
He told us that we were to choose our own prizes which must, of course, be books. Winners of first
prizes would be allowed five shillings and sixpence each, second prizes four and six.
“And if your Uncle Fred puts his hand in his trouser pocket and says: “Ooah, that’s not very fair,
I’ll give our Tommy a shillun to make it up” you are not to accept it. Nor are you to add any of your
own money to the prize allowance”
He then forbade us to buy “Film Stars in Hollywood” or “Tarzan of the Apes” and, by implication,
anything remotely resembling them. Books obtained at Sage’s could be put on the school account;
if we got them elsewhere we would have to pay for them ourselves and produce a receipt to claim
the money back.
Accordingly, on entering Chas. A. Sage’s shop in Lynn Street the following Saturday morning I was
not very surprised to find that four or five of my fellow prize winners were already there
desperately scanning the shelves for something suitable. Fortunately we discovered a whole
bookcase full of Collins’ Classics, closely printed, unillustrated, hard backed, solid specimens of
19th century English Literature guaranteed to please Nobby. Equally fortunately the longer ones
were five and six while the ones that might only take three weeks to read were a shilling cheaper.
Only the most foolhardy could ignore this merciful dispensation of providence so I selected, more
or less at random, a copy of “The Cloister and the Hearth” and handed it to the manager who
assured me it would be sent up to school with all the others.
Speech Day 1954 was a glittering event and an occasion of special pride for the school. Of 27 boys
going on to University no fewer than six were off to Cambridge and three to Oxford. In addition
the Rugby XV had for the second year in succession won every single match. Played 21, won 21,
Points for 789, Points against 42, a truly amazing record.
In the school hall the stage was decked with masses of flowers and the masters were resplendent in
their academic dress with multi-coloured hoods of silk or fur. The school orchestra was at full
strength playing three or four pieces between the speeches and finishing with a rousing version of
the school song and National Anthem. The Mayor was there and the hall was packed with parents.
An old Professor of Mathematics, Prof. Burchall, presented the prizes. They were distributed in
ascending order of importance so being at the bottom of the heap I was the first boy up on to the
stage, long before the audience had become too tired to applaud properly. The Prof. picked my
Cloister and the Hearth from the top of the pile and looked for the title on the spine. “Don’t cry
when you read it”, he said. I was deeply offended. I knew I was undersized and juvenile in
appearance but was it really as bad as that? Did he take me for a blubbering girlie? Perhaps he saw
the look on my face as he then added “I did”, which restored my smile as I returned to my seat in
the hall.

Fellow pupil Rene Yves Joseph Berthou – Dave always got good marks in French until the day he
asked Rene to help him with his homework on the way to school. Alan H gave him 3/10 and asked
if he had done it in the bath – it had been raining on his way to school.
Jimmy Nixon who still has the same short white mac he bought in 1962.
Sir Ron Norman, a friend, a fellow guest and the architect in vision of where Hartlepool is today.
Keith Baggs Dave remembered as the hardest, probably slowest , almost certainly the best, Rugby
player he had ever played with. He recalled that Keith had played (against Carlisle) two days after
a vasectomy operation. He had played with one hand on the ball, the other hand on his own,
dropped everything and ran like John Wayne. He was reminded of when Keith was in hospital
for the operation and was lying in bed with an oxygen mask on. He mumbled “Nurse, are my
testicles black?”
The nurse raised his gown, manipulated his private parts taking a close look at them and said
“There is nothing wrong with them Sir”
Keith pulled of the oxygen mask, smiled and said very slowly “That was lovely, but listen
carefully. Are my test results back?”
Ken Williams who was the first Captain of West under whom Dave had played and remained a
true friend. Ken is occasionally forgetful, rarely completes a story, but who cares.
Dave then went on to give a snapshot of his life as Chief Executive claiming it to be very onerous,
that he was under huge pressure, worked long hours and experienced great stress. The perquisites
which tempered these disadvantages such as carrying a Council Gold Card, unlimited holidays,
Council Tax exemption, personal bin emptying, road swept daily, allotment tended lovingly,
chauffeured everywhere, free drinks cabinet in his office, not to mention free parking were
mentioned somewhat tongue in cheek. It was also testing to work with some Councillors and often
difficult to smile at Government Ministers regardless of their political persuasion.
He then gave some insight into Rugby Tours, of which he had experienced many, admitting that
they bordered on the illegal, were always rowdy, rarely dull and created a camaraderie which he
believed was born in our education and honed in sport. Some tour based anecdotes followed which
are omitted to protect the reputations of those involved, save the occasion when the late and great
Norman Wilkinson in Canada after a long free drinks flight stood on a garden table to thank the
hosts and fell backwards onto the turf. But he didn’t spill a drop!
Sport had opened the world to him but he only played his chosen game because of his education
at the Grammar School. He applauded this annual event which drew people from far and wide
across the world, owing, he believed to a sense of belonging and a desire to remember.
He felt we were all fortunate to have benefited from intense, if not always the best, teaching which
rounded us as citizens and that the friends here present proved the longevity of that education
and camaraderie. Dave then told some scurrilous stories, allegedly about some of the assembled
company, to illustrate how arguments started.
One Saturday morning Sir Ron (Norman) got up early to play golf, quietly dressed, made lunch
and slipped quietly into the garage. He backed the car out into a torrential downpour and a 50 mph
wind. He pulled back into the garage, turned on the radio and discovered that this sort of
weather was forecast to continue all day. He went back into the house, quietly undressed and
slipped back into bed. Cuddled up to his wife’s back, now with a different anticipation, he
whispered “The weather out there is terrible” His loving wife replied “Can you believe my
husband is out playing golf in that?” And so the fight started.
Ken and Jean Williams were sitting at a table in a respectable restaurant and Ken kept staring at a
lady swigging back the wine as she sat alone at a nearby table.

I was promoted to the A form and the Eleven Plus must have got most things right as among that
strong team with Mike Bucknell, David Braithwaite and Brian Priestley, to mention only some of
the scientists, I never achieved a place in class higher than eleventh. I was twelve years old and time
was to show that my career as a prizeman had reached a premature climax. In thirteen years of full
time education which were to follow I never won another.

Mrs W. said “Do you know her, Ken?”
“Yes”, he sighed. “She’s my old girl friend. I understand that she took to drinking right after we
split up all those years ago and I hear she hasn’t been sober since.”
“My goodness!” said Jean, “Who would think a person could go on celebrating for so long?”
And then the fight started. He concluded by expressing his pride in being a Grammar School Old
Boy and pride in his heritage, but in particular was proud to have been asked to speak to such an
august audience.
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After the speeches the assembled company joined in singing the School Song. This is an annual
tradition and prompted the first of the following articles from Old Boys.

Contributions from Old Boys
The School Song
MUSINGS ON KING HENRY’S SONG
by Alan Dobie
By the time 1B arrived for its first music lesson on a Tuesday morning in September 1968, I had lived
in Hartlepool for over three months and was sure I had a fair grip on local words and phrases. Our
new timetables warned that we were all shortly to have our vocabularies extended by Mr Harkness
(Brian) and in the future by Mr Saunders (Pop). Nothing, however, prepared us for our introduction
to Henrician English, courtesy of Mr Roberts (Jock).
Even before receiving the obligatory recorder, each of us was handed a sheet of paper headed ‘King
Henry’s Song’. Being an immigrant and not having done the 11 plus I thought I was being set a
belated translation test which the others had all taken months before and passed. The looks on my
classmates’ faces revealed that none understood the apparent Klingon text we were all looking at.
‘Pastime with good company I love and shall until I die.’ The individual words were perfectly
simple but even if rearranged made little sense.
Venturing further down the page, two mentions of ‘pastance’ further mystified. This was the late
sixties, no-one ate that and even if they knew what it was would they be prepared to hunt, sing and
dance for it? It obviously had the capacity to disagree with you because it came with ‘good or ill’.
While we were attempting to digest (with our thoughts and fancies, no doubt) the words, Mr
Roberts treated us to Sir Arthur Sullivan’s ‘tune’. Trying to aid assimilation he played it as a dirge.
Had I known it then I would have paraphrased a joke made years later by Peter Ustinov about a
different composer: ’Obviously, Sir Arthur wrote this when he was …. ill’. Hearing different takes
on the song since then, the memory makes me smile.
In 1973 the medieval/rock group (there were such things in the 70s) Gryphon included one version
on their first album. The sleeve notes concede that while there is reliable evidence that Henry
wrote the words ‘he swiped the tune from a French folk song which was floating around on the
Burgundian singer/songwriter scene’. Their arrangement was racily played on bass, tenor and
soprano crumhorns, recorders and harpsichord.
Ritchie Blackmore – yes the Deep Purple guitarist – included the song in a form much closer to Sir
Arthur’s on an album by his medieval/folk/rock combo Blackmore’s Night. Calling it ‘Past Time
With Good Company’ suggested that they had rather missed the point. But it was sung beautifully
by Candice Night to a concert audience which might have been a little confused when she
described it as having been ‘written by King Henry VIII in the early 1600s’.

Ms Night’s dates were out quite a bit. When he knocked it out around 1513, Harry probably did not
realise that he had his ‘Yesterday’. Covered by many artists in his own time it was said to be a real
hit at the Court of his daughter Elizabeth. Henry was a prolific composer yet this song was
generally and significantly known as ‘The King’s Ballad’. ‘Pastime’ features today in programmes
of Sullivan’s non-operetta work. But it has a special and, I think, happy resonance for West
Hartlepool Grammar School Old Boys, particularly as it can now be sung with the sort of gusto and
tempo unsuited to school speech days. And, as none of us is eleven years old anymore, should we
consider reintroducing the unsanitised original third line ‘grudge who lust but not deny’ and as
non-Old Boy Henry had it, ‘Youth must have some dalliance’? Too late, perhaps.

First Prize in 1B:
A MEMOIR OF SIXTY YEARS AGO.
J.G. Pickering
My family had no connection with the North East. My father’s job took us to West Hartlepool in
1951 and away from it in 1960. I have only been back a couple of times since then but the
memories remain and some of them are very clear. I will always be grateful to the Grammar School
and to masters like Doc. Greenhow and most particularly “Death” Dowland.
On arrival in West I was sent to Elwick Road Junior Boys’ School, a severe educational shock after
the easy going establishment I had just left, but I passed the Eleven Plus exam, flatteringly known
to us as the Scholarship, and I entered WHGS in Coronation Year, 1953.
The sixty places at the school were allocated on the results of the exam, the top thirty boys going
into 1A, and the rest, including me, into 1B. In recent years I have occasionally reflected on how
very different my life would have been if I had failed that exam, and I have wondered how close I
came to doing so.
I did unexpectedly well in my first year. At the end of the Summer term I was top of the form and
consequently I was awarded the First Prize in 1B. There were not many prizes in the school at that
time except for the Sixth Form where there was the Shakespeare Prize for best essay on the Play set
for English Literature A Level (nothing comparable for the scientists that I remember), the Dux
Prize for the Head Boy and a couple of others which went to those who had made exceptional
contributions to the life of the school. Those prizes went to boys who were not only brilliant
academically, but exceptional athletes as well, the schoolboy equivalents of Mr Universe. I was the
genuine seven stone weakling, looking about two years younger than I actually was and 95%
inefficient at anything requiring co-ordination or stamina. If athletic prowess were the secret of
success in this life I should still be in a Home for the Retarded.
In the lower school there were just two prizes, the first and the second in each form, and then there
was a certificate for each subject taught; an acknowledgement that, had there been a prize for that
subject, the certificate holder would have won it.

Candy would have benefited from some time with Messrs Coxon (Oscar) or Taylor (Peter). I found
the indirect Deep Purple connection surprising; the almost psychedelic words ‘the best I sue,
the worst eschew, my mind shall be’ put me more in mind of the lyrically eccentric 70s
prog-rockers Yes.

Early in the Autumn Term Speech day loomed and all the prize winners were summoned to the
Headmaster’s study; down the four steps into the cavernous room with its monumental fireplace,
on the wall the coats of arms of Durham University and, I think, Hatfield College, where, apart from
WHGS, Nobby had been educated. Near the centre was the enormous desk and, most worryingly
of all, Nobby himself, with his semi-permanent look of barely concealed irritation on his face.
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More from the
website galleries

Form Group 1909. Some of these boys would
serve in World War One.

Ilkley 7s - 1957-1958. President Pip Francis, back
row 2nd from the right.

Class 1A 1969. The boys from this year were the first Grammar School boys to start A levels
as members of Brinkburn Comprehensive School.

Staff v School 1970

Orchestra 1964. Front centre is Head of Music Ron Reah who is sadly now deceased.

Prefects 1940. Some of these young men would serve in World War Two.
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